Teacher Scenario A: Mr. Coles

Background
Mr. Coles teaches middle school science at the same school as Ms. Rivera. The district has developed a K-12 scope and sequence, a pacing guide, and has recommended a textbook for teachers to use to plan for instruction. The school is focused on using best practices in teaching that support improved learning and achievement for all students. Since the school is also asking teachers to use data to inform instruction, the science department has agreed to give common assessments – end-of-unit chapter tests that all students in the same course take no matter which teacher they have – so that teachers can learn from the data.

Mr. Coles attended a summer professional development institute along with other teachers from his school. The teachers are working together through their school-based professional learning community to implement the ideas and strategies learned during the institute. Mr. Coles and Ms. Rivera attended different institutes and are part of different working groups.

Lesson 1
On the first day of the new chapter on Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems, Mr. Coles starts the class as he does every new topic: with a question posted on the SmartBoard linked to the district’s state test. After a quick review of students’ written responses and the correct answer, students are asked to take out the key vocabulary terms that they had defined as part of their homework to prepare for their new chapter. Students had defined the following Tier 3 vocabulary terms: ecosystems, communities, populations, biotic, and abiotic. He reviews the definitions with students and writes the terms on the Word Wall that will remain there throughout the chapter. Mr. Coles introduces the chapter by giving a short PowerPoint presentation on biotic and abiotic factors and how they can affect populations within ecosystems, while students fill in their guided notes, a strategy they used in a previous chapter. After the presentation Mr. Coles does a read-aloud from the textbook on biotic and abiotic factors. As students read, Mr. Coles has them stop at the end of each paragraph and paraphrase what they read on sticky notes. Then he has them work in pairs to take turns verbally summarizing the paragraphs using their sticky notes as a reference. At the end of the class, he has students write down two biotic and two abiotic factors using a nearby park as an example. For homework, students are assigned four “Connect Questions” from the chapter in their textbook that they covered in class.

Lesson 2
After reviewing homework, Mr. Coles shows students samples of lichen he had collected on the school grounds. He explains that lichen is an example of symbiosis, where two organisms live in close association with each other. He then does a mini-lesson on symbiosis and explains the difference between mutualism, commensalism and parasitism. Students copy the four definitions into their notebooks and the terms are added to the Word Wall. Mr. Coles shows students a brief video called Symbiosis: Mutualism, Commensalism, and Parasitism by Mark Drollinger. After the video, students are given questions to discuss with their partners: What is the difference between Mutualism and Commensalism? How does Parasitism affect the parasite and how does it affect the host? Then Mr. Coles passes out a graphic organizer with three columns for the three types of symbiotic relationships. He models filling out the first column (mutualism) using the example of the lichen he has brought in. For the second column (commensalism) he plays a short video of a leopard shark swimming with remora on its back. He tells students that the shark is not harmed by remora, but that remora get a “free ride,” making this an example of commensalism. He has students to complete the second column with a partner. For the third column (parasitism), he plays the HHMI Bioactive video Malaria, Human Host, pausing the video several times to review the main ideas with students and allowing them to record
information in their graphic organizer. After the students have completed their graphic organizers Mr. Coles discusses the homework assignment. The assignment is a five paragraph explanatory essay on symbiosis describing the three types of relationships with real world examples. Students receive a checklist and a rubric, and are allowed to use the remainder of the class time to start working on their essays that will be due in two class periods.

Lesson 3
Mr. Coles opens the third lesson with a “Do Now” with two questions from the state test. After a short discussion and review of the correct answers, he passes out a news article titled “When Lions Abound, Hyenas pick a new menu” which describes a real-world example of competition between lions and hyenas. He reads the article out loud with students and has them annotate, paraphrase, and summarize in the margins. He gives them two follow up questions: 1) According to the author why did the competition between lions and hyenas increase between 2005 and 2008?, and 2) Explain what the author means by his concluding sentence: “Hyenas’ magnificent jaws offered them another option, giving them plenty of reason to laugh at those pushy lions.” Students discuss their answers in pairs and then have a class discussion led by Mr. Coles. In the discussion they collectively come up with a definition of competition which is added to the Word Wall. As an exit ticket, Mr. Coles has the students compare and contrast symbiosis and competition.

Lesson 4
After collecting the essays assigned in Lesson 2, Mr. Coles begins the class with a “Do Now” in which students explain “predator-prey”, and list of three examples of predator-prey relationships in the wild. Students share their responses with the class. Mr. Coles has prepared three stations on predator-prey interactions which the students rotate through during the lesson. One station had vocabulary terms that students copy in their notebooks and use in a sentence. A second station has various photos with captions showing examples of predator-prey interactions that Mr. Coles got from nature magazines. Students are asked to identify predator and prey in each photo and write a short description of the interaction. A third station is a small group lesson taught by Mr. Coles, in which he explains the idea that populations grow and change over time and that predation is one of the main forces influencing population size. He shows students graphs of predator and prey populations and explains how they can use the graphs to answer questions about both populations such as “What happens to the algae population as the number of daphnia increases?” While he is explaining, the students are filling in the guided notes worksheet and are encouraged to ask questions. After students complete all the stations and are back in their seats, Mr. Coles added predator-prey to the Word Wall. Next he projects an image of a snowshoe hare and bobcat and asked the students to identify which is the predator and which is the prey. He asks the students to work in pairs and use large sheets of chart paper to brainstorm and list factors that affect the bobcat and snowshoe hare populations. When they were done, Mr. Coles has the partner groups pair up to briefly compare their posters and exchange ideas. At the end of the class Mr. Coles assigns homework: worksheets with population data for deer and wolves on an island for students to graph and answer follow up questions.

Lesson 5
Mr. Coles reserves time in the school’s computer lab to do a virtual predator-prey modeling lab about Canadian lynx and snowshoe hare that he found on eduweb.com. Before starting the lab, Mr. Coles reviews the homework assignment and answers students’ questions. He reviews some of the concepts from the previous class and explains the virtual lab. He also brings their attention to a prominently displayed poster detailing the steps of the scientific method and directs them to follow these steps during the lab. Then Mr. Coles explains the lab in detail: what parameters students will follow, and what data will be obtained and analyzed during the lab. Students work in pairs to develop a hypothesis for
their lab and identify the variables in the simulation. Students then follow the written procedure to complete the lab which has them manipulate variables such as the number of hares that each lynx must catch in order to survive and reproduce. They also produce graphs that serve as their results. For homework students were asked to complete the analysis and conclusion sections of their lab reports. All work is due in two days.

**Lesson 6**
As part of the preparation for the upcoming test, Mr. Coles starts the sixth day by taking down the Word Wall temporarily and giving a clicker-quiz on the vocabulary words covered thus far in the chapter. He asks students who get the correct answers to explain their answers to the rest of the class. After the quiz, Mr. Coles projects a picture of a human surrounded by different organisms (tomato, bacteria, malaria protozoan, cow, grizzly bear, and another human). Students identify the types of relationships humans have with each of the other organisms. Then Mr. Coles divides the class into two groups; each group receives a different reading. One group gets an article on the negative impact of humans on animal populations, titled “Human Impact on Animal Wildlife & Their Habitat,” and the second group receives an article on the positive impact of humans on animal populations, titled “12 Innovative Ways Technology is Saving Endangered Species.” Mr. Coles prepares his students for an “accountable talk” discussion where they debate the question “Humans: predatory parasites or mutualistic helpers?” Students are expected to use evidence from their readings, data collected during the lab, and science concepts covered in the class to support their reasoning. For their exit tickets students receive two sticky notes: one blue and one yellow. On the blue note students write their “Gots” (what they learned/understood), and on the yellow notes their “Needs” (questions, concerns, concepts they are still confused about). As students leave the classroom they post the notes on two sheets of chart paper hanging by the door. Mr. Coles reminds students that their lab reports are due the next day and that they should come prepared with questions regarding the approaching unit test.

**Lesson 7**
Mr. Coles begins class by collecting the students’ lab reports. He reminds them that they will spend the whole period reviewing for the chapter test (the grade-level common assessment for the unit), which will be given during the next class. During the first half of the period, Mr. Coles has students work on group projects. Each group gets a large poster board and colored markers to construct a mind map of “Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems” (students are familiar with mind maps as a result of Mr. Coles collaboration with the ELA teacher). The students have 25 minutes to complete their maps. During this time Mr. Coles circulates among groups and answers questions. When the maps are completed, students did a quick gallery walk of the posters. Next, Mr. Coles distributes the review sheets for the chapter test with all the important ideas from the unit along with the vocabulary from the Word Wall. Students are told that the test will be a performance task in which they will be presented with a scenario and data, and will have to apply their science knowledge to answer a series of questions. Mr. Coles goes over the review sheets, answers questions, and reviews specific concepts as necessary.
Teacher Scenario B: Ms. Rivera

Background
Ms. Rivera teaches middle school science at the same school as Mr. Coles. The district has developed a K-12 scope and sequence, a pacing guide, and has recommended a textbook for teachers to use to plan for instruction. The school is focused on using best practices in teaching that support improved learning and achievement for all students. Since the school is also asking teachers to use data to inform instruction, the science department has agreed to give common assessments – end-of-unit chapter tests that all students in the same course take no matter which teacher they have – so that teachers can learn from the data.

Ms. Rivera attended a summer professional development institute along with other teachers from her school. The teachers are working together through their school-based professional learning community to implement the ideas and strategies learned during the institute. Ms. Rivera and Mr. Coles attended different institutes and are part of different working groups.

Lesson 1
Ms. Rivera starts the lesson by asking students to briefly describe what animals and plants need in order to live and grow. This was something they had already learned in elementary school. After students list food, air and water, Ms. Rivera presents them with the guiding question for the lesson: “How do living things, including humans, interact with each other and with non-living things in an environment?” To generate interest in the topic, she invites students to think about a local environment near their school (such as a playground, park, or garden) and to list the possible interactions among the living and non-living things in that area. Students chart their responses, and compare their lists to other groups’ lists. Ms. Rivera then shows a video about the wolves in Yellowstone National Park. Students learn that all the wolves were gone from the park by 1930 due to overhunting, but that these animals were reintroduced into the park in 1995. In pairs, students discuss how reintroducing the wolves might affect the park and the tourists, cattle ranchers, and local residents who live nearby. Ms. Rivera asks students if they think the wolves stay within park boundaries. As a class they list other animals that live in Yellowstone based on what they saw in the video, and discuss how the wolf presence might affect the numbers and distribution of these other animals. Lastly, Ms. Rivera asks students to consider whether people should be allowed to hunt wolves, and whether people should act to restore wild ecosystems. She concludes the lesson by charting students’ questions about the interactions between animals and people in Yellowstone, and tells them that in their next lesson, they will start thinking about the kinds of patterns there might be in the ways that organisms interact.

Lesson 2
To begin the lesson, Ms. Rivera asks students to review the list of Yellowstone organisms they had generated in the previous lesson. She has them describe how the animals interact, and begins to construct a simple model of these interactions—a food web—based on student ideas. Ms. Rivera tells them that today they will be exploring the effect of the reintroduction of wolves on the food web in Yellowstone National Park. She shares the guiding question, “What impact can an organism have on the interactions between other organisms in a food web?” Students receive Yellowstone Food Web cards for certain organisms and are asked to put the cards into groups and explain their groupings. Next they arrange the cards into a food web and record it in their science notebooks. They compare their food webs with those of other groups and reflect on similarities and differences. Then Ms. Rivera gives students an information sheet that lists what the various organisms in the food web eat. Students revise their food webs according to the new information and record their revisions. In their groups they discuss
the patterns of interaction among the organisms in the food web. Ms. Rivera asks: “Which organisms play a similar role?” “What do you predict would happen to the food web if all the plants died?” Finally, she gives students the Gray Wolf food web card, and has them revise their models again and predict how the wolf might affect the food web. Bacteria, humans and cattle are also added to the food web. At the end of class, Ms. Rivera gives students reflection questions and asks them to describe the patterns of interactions in the food web: “Which animals eat other animals for food?” “Which animals compete for the same food?” “What is an example of a helpful relationship between two animals?” In the last few minutes, students revisit their local ecosystem from the first lesson to reflect on how the food web there might be similar or different from the Yellowstone food web. Their homework is to record their ideas.

Lesson 3
After checking homework, Ms. Rivera tells students that today’s lesson, like the previous lesson, will focus on the patterns of interactions among organisms. She has students share some examples of Yellowstone food web interactions from the previous lesson and tells students that now they will be learning scientific terms for some of these interactions. She shares the guiding question “What types of interactions occur between organisms?” Students watch three videos about patterns of interactions between organisms: one about predator-prey, one about competition, and the last about symbiosis (including mutualism, commensalism and parasitism). After each video, students record definitions of the terms onto a note-taking sheet, and list the organisms from the video. Ms. Rivera gives them a reading with information similar to what was in the videos, and students revise their definitions and list additional examples of organisms that follow each pattern of interaction. During the remaining part of the lesson, students work on identifying the patterns of relationships from the Yellowstone food web using the new scientific terms. Ms. Rivera asks students to explain how humans interact with other organisms in predator-prey, competitive, and mutualistic relationships. At the end of class, Ms. Rivera engages students in a discussion comparing the impact of humans on the Yellowstone food web before and after 1994, asking them to use their new terms.

Lesson 4
Ms. Rivera tells students that they will shift from thinking about individual organisms to thinking about populations of organisms. She shares the guiding question for the lesson, “How do living and non-living factors affect populations?” In the first part of the lesson, Ms. Rivera asks students to reflect on the interactions among organisms in Yellowstone. Students turn-and-talk with a partner about what kinds of data might help them learn more about the patterns of interactions they were studying in the previous lesson. Students identify wolves and elk as a predator-prey interaction and ask for more information about the quantity of each species in the park over time. They predict that the data will show an increase in wolves and a decrease in the elk since 1994. Ms. Rivera provides students with data, which they plot on graph paper. As students look at their graphs, Ms. Rivera suggest they think about what may have caused the fluctuations they were observing (the overall pattern does show the trend they predicted, but the data is more complex than they expected). She reminds them of the guiding question, and suggests they look at another factor that might have affected the elk population--snow accumulation. Students briefly discuss what they expect to see in the data and then graph the snow data with the elk population data. Ms. Rivera encourages her students to make sense of the data through discussion, asking what may have caused these patterns and trends to occur. She concludes the lesson by telling them that they will continue to think about the wolves in Yellowstone in the next lesson. For homework they have to write a paragraph summarizing how their graphs helped them answer that day’s guiding question.
Lesson 5
Ms. Rivera begins the lesson by asking students to summarize the story of the wolves in Yellowstone. Students recount that humans killed the wolves due to concerns about their effect on wildlife, pets and human safety; that after the wolves were reintroduced they increased in number; and that their predator-prey relationship with the elk caused an overall decrease in the elk population. Next Ms. Rivera shares a reading about the growing population of wolves in the greater Yellowstone region, and the concern about the wolves eating not just elk but also deer, moose, bison and sometimes even livestock and pets. The reading introduces the terms ecosystem, biotic and abiotic. Ms. Rivera has students consider the guiding question, “Does reducing a predator population have a positive or negative impact on an ecosystem?” Students discuss what additional data would be helpful to address this question. Ms. Rivera provides them with data that show the increase in population of some of the other organisms in the Yellowstone food web (birds, plants, etc.). Students say that they think this was due to the decrease in the elk they had observed in the data from their previous lesson. Ms. Rivera then shares a graph that displays four sets of data: the estimated wolf population from 2004-2014, the wolf population at the end of each year, the total number of wolf deaths caused by humans, and the total number of livestock and pets killed by wolves. An argument question is then posted on the wall: “Did wolf deaths caused by humans (ranchers, hunters and park rangers) have a positive or negative impact on the greater Yellowstone ecosystem?” Ms. Rivera posts the positive claim on one side of the room and the negative claim on the other, and students participate in a walking debate in which they move to the side of the room with the claim they think is best supported by the evidence; they are allowed to switch sides at any time. Ms. Rivera had previously introduced accountable talk to her class and has students discuss why their evidence best supports their side of the argument. The homework that night is for students to summarize the best lines of evidence they heard during the walking argument activity.

Lesson 6
Ms. Rivera begins the lesson by telling students that people are considering reintroducing the wolf into the northeastern United States. She shares the guiding question for the day: “What is the impact of reintroducing a predator in an ecosystem that also includes humans?” and asks students to identify the information they will need to answer this question. Students respond that they would need background knowledge about the ecosystem, data about existing populations including humans, and more information about the patterns of interactions among those factors. Ms. Rivera tells students that the focus of the lesson is to construct scientific explanations about how the reintroduction of wolves might affect the ecosystem in the Adirondacks. To support their investigation, she gives them a graphic organizer called the Explanation Tool and reviews the components of the Tool. Students gather in pairs to discuss a reading about populations of white-tail deer over time in the U.S., how humans have affected the population, and the variety of negative impacts that increased populations of deer are having on the ecosystem (both biotic and abiotic factors). The first part of the task has students construct an explanation about the effect of large populations of deer on the forest ecosystem in the Adirondacks using quantitative evidence from the reading. The second part has them construct an explanation that predicts the impact that the reintroduction of wolves in the Adirondacks might have on an ecosystem that includes humans, using their knowledge about patterns in ecosystems that they learned from studying the organisms in Yellowstone. Students are able to identify patterns of interaction in the Adirondack ecosystem using the reading and the data, and to identify the cause and effect relationships that help them predict the impact wolves might have on the deer and human populations in the Adirondack ecosystem.
Lesson 7
Ms. Rivera explains that the lesson will be divided into two parts. In Part 1, she shares the guiding question: “What are the patterns of interactions between biotic and abiotic factors that affect ecosystems?” Students work in groups to identify the patterns of interaction in a variety of scenarios to explain the impact of one population on another (including predator-prey, competition and symbiosis), and the impact of abiotic factors on a population. In Part 2 students are presented with the claim “Humans impact ecosystems,” and Ms. Rivera has them construct an argument using evidence and reasoning from their previous lessons to support or refute this claim. After the discussion, Ms. Rivera has students reflect with a partner on how their thinking about ecosystems has changed since the first lesson. She concludes the class by reminding students that they would be given a grade-level common assessment for the unit during the following class period. Students are told that the test will be a performance task in which they will be presented with a scenario and data, and will have to apply their science knowledge to answer a series of questions. She suggests they review what they had written in their science notebooks and scaffolds throughout the lessons, as well as what they had recorded from the various activities done during the unit.
KEY FINDINGS ABOUT HOW STUDENTS LEARN SCIENCE

1. Students’ prior knowledge must be engaged.

A fundamental insight about learning is that new understandings are constructed on a foundation of existing understandings and experiences. Students come to the classroom with preconceptions about how the world works. The understandings they carry with them into the classroom will shape significantly how they make sense of what they are taught (see “A Fish Story” and imagine your students as the fish and the frog as you, the teacher). If students’ initial knowledge is not engaged, the students might fail to grasp the new concepts and information that are taught; they might distort the new information to make it fit with their prior experience (as the fish did), or they might memorize facts for purposes of a test but revert to their preconceptions outside the classroom. NOTE: It is not just inattentive students who misinterpret science instruction; students who are trying hard to make sense of the science ideas will want to make the new science ideas fit with their own experience which can lead to misinterpretations of the science ideas.

With respect to science, everyday experiences often reinforce the very conceptions that scientists have shown to be limited or false, and everyday modes of reasoning are often contrary to scientific reasoning. Research shows that many high school and college students still hold the same misconceptions as young students, despite having studied the scientific explanations in high school and college. Students also have misconceptions about how scientists think and work, often failing to appreciate the centrality of conceptual knowledge in the scientific inquiry process.

Implications for Teaching

Draw out and work with the preexisting understandings that students bring with them.

- Abandon the model of the student as an empty vessel to be filled with knowledge and instead think of students’ heads as filled with a myriad of wonderful ideas and experiences relevant to the science you are teaching. Actively inquire into students’ thinking, creating classroom tasks that will reveal student thinking. Then plan ways to help students find the scientific conceptions useful and meaningful so they can change their initial conceptions to accommodate the new ideas. Students need opportunities to explore their own ideas, to appreciate the limitations of their ideas, to understand how scientific explanations are different from their own, to make sense of scientific explanations, and to use this learning process to change their everyday conceptions to ones that are more scientifically accurate and that make sense to the learner.

- The use of frequent formative assessment helps make student thinking visible to themselves, their peers, and their teacher. Given the goal of learning with understanding, assessments of all types must tap students’ understanding and develop their ability to use and apply knowledge rather than merely repeating facts or performing isolated skills.
KEY FINDINGS ABOUT HOW STUDENTS LEARN SCIENCE

2. Organizing science knowledge into conceptual frameworks is essential in developing scientific understanding.

To develop understandings that truly change the way students think about the world around them, students need a deep foundation of usable knowledge that is organized in their minds as a connected, conceptual framework that they know how to use to make predictions, solve problems, explain new situations, and so forth. This kind of deep understanding contrasts with the kind of learning so commonly tested in science classrooms – memorization of lists of science terms and facts. This idea of learning with understanding has two parts: (1) To be meaningful beyond passing a test, factual knowledge MUST be placed in a conceptual framework (a set of connected “big ideas”), and (2) Concepts are given meaning through experiences with multiple representations that are rich in science ideas and details and through experiences with multiple phenomena that the ideas help explain. The scientific concepts take on meaning as students see their usefulness in explaining a variety of real-world situations and phenomena.

Students can be supported in building conceptual understandings by actively engaging in processes of scientific inquiry. Opportunities to learn science as a process of inquiry involve drawing from first-hand data and observations and using knowledge of the data and science ideas to reason about the phenomena under study. This process can be used to challenge and build on students’ initial ideas and everyday experiences of the world. It can also provide evidence to help students see a need for different explanations and why scientific explanations make sense.

Implications for Teaching

Teach science in depth, providing many examples in which the same concept is at work and providing a firm foundation of knowledge of science ideas.

- Superficial coverage of all topics in science should be replaced with in-depth study of fewer topics that allows key science concepts to be understood.
- Teachers need in-depth knowledge of the science content they will teach, the nature of scientific inquiry and the terms of scientific discourse, and the relationship between science concepts and real-world phenomena.
- Assessments for purposes of accountability (e.g., statewide assessments) must test deep understanding rather than surface knowledge. A teacher is put in a bind if she or he is asked to teach for deep conceptual understanding, but in doing so produces students who perform poorly on standardized tests. Much work needs to be done to minimize the trade-off between assessing depth and assessing objectively (e.g., multiple choice tests).
3. Learning to monitor one’s own thinking is essential in learning to think like a scientist.

A “metacognitive” approach (“thinking about thinking”) to instruction can help students learn to take control of their own learning by engaging them in understanding learning goals and monitoring their progress in achieving them. A metacognitive, or self-monitoring, approach can help students develop the ability to reflect on their own thinking and learning processes.

In science, we can help students think like scientists by using metacognitive approaches that make scientific thinking processes visible and engage students in reflecting on how their own thinking is similar to and different from scientific ways of thinking. For example, students can examine the tendency of us all to attempt to confirm rather than rigorously test (and possibly refute) our current ideas. The approach is deepened when you help students learn why and how to create models of phenomena that can be put to an empirical test. Through metacognition, students reflect on their role in inquiry and on the monitoring and critiquing of their own claims, as well as those of others. Applying a metacognitive habit of mind helps students compare their personal ways of knowing with those developed through centuries of scientific inquiry. Being metacognitive about science is different from simply asking whether we comprehend what we read or hear; it requires taking up the particular critical lens through which scientists view the world.

Implications for Teaching
The teaching of metacognitive thinking should be integrated into the science curriculum.

- Help students understand the discourse that scientists use as they make sense of their data and observations – both their internal dialogue and external communication with a community of scientists. It is not enough to give students tasks that require them to think and reason. In addition, students need to learn how scientists think and reason and how that might contrast with their own ways of thinking and making sense. For example, students should learn to ask questions such as: How do we know that? What’s your evidence?

- To help students monitor their developing understandings, engage them in reflecting on their learning, their changing ideas, and their remaining questions and wonderings. A lesson summarizing activity, for example, might prompt students to reflect on how their ideas have changed and why. Alternatively, the class might pause after a science discussion to reflect on ways they did and did not think and communicate in scientific ways during the discussion.
**Engage.** The engage activity should make connections between past and present learning experiences, expose prior conceptions, and organize students’ thinking toward the learning outcomes of activating in the instructional sequence.

**Explore.** Experiences in the explore phase provide students with a common base of activities within which students wrestle with their current conceptions about a natural phenomenon through the science and engineering practices in the performance expectation. Learners may complete activities that help them use prior knowledge to generate new ideas, explore questions, design and conduct investigations, analyze and interpret data, and/or develop and use models.

**Explain.** During the explain phase students are provided opportunities to demonstrate their conceptual understandings and use of science and engineering practices. In this phase teachers or instructional materials employ sense-making strategies and introduce academic language. An explanation from the teacher or other resources may guide learners toward a deeper understanding, which is a critical part of this phase.

**Elaborate.** Teachers or instructional materials challenge and extend students’ conceptual understanding and use of science and engineering practices during the elaborate phase. Through new experiences, the students develop deeper or broader understanding by applying their understanding and practice in a new context.

**Evaluate.** Experiences in the evaluate phase encourage students to assess their conceptual understanding and use of the practices. The experiences allow teachers to evaluate student progress toward achieving the performance expectation(s).
The BSCS 5E Instructional Model: Personal Reflections and Contemporary Implications

By Rodger W. Bybee

More than 25 years ago, a team of colleagues and I created the BSCS 5Es instructional model.1 At the time, we were developing a new program for elementary science and health and needed an instructional model. With an awareness of the long history of instructional models, the BSCS team adapted the learning cycle described by J. Myron Atkin and Robert Karplus (1962). Their model was used in the elementary school program Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) developed at the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, California.

At the time, we only had the proposed BSCS program in mind. We had no idea that in the decades that followed, the instructional model would be widely applied, commonly modified, and frequently used without reference or recognition of its origins. So, almost three decades later, I appreciate this opportunity to reflect on the instructional model and describe some contemporary implications, particularly in the era of Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).

Before a detailed discussion of the instructional model, a few words of background and context seem appropriate. In developing the instructional model, we did take several things into consideration. First, to the degree possible, we wanted to begin with an instructional model that was research-based. Hence, we began with the SCIS Learning Cycle because it had substantial evidence supporting the phases and sequence. The BSCS additions and modifications to the Learning Cycle also had a research base. For example, we integrated cooperative learning (Johnson and Johnson 1987) as a complement to the original model for the SCIS program.

Second, we realized that the constructivist view of learning required experiences to challenge students’ current conceptions (i.e., misconceptions) and ample time and activities that facilitated the reconstruction of their ideas and abilities.

Third, we wanted to provide perspective for teachers that was grounded in research and had an orientation for individual lessons. We asked—what perspective should teachers have for a particular lesson or activity? Common terms such as engage, explore, explain, elaborate, and evaluate signaled the perspectives. In addition, we wanted to express a coherence for lessons within an instructional sequence. How does one lesson contribute to the next, and what was the point of the sequence of lessons?

Finally, we tried to describe the model in a manner that would be understandable, usable, and memorable for teachers. This was the origin of 5Es for the different phases of the model.

This editorial continues with a brief review of the five phases and some personal reflections about each phase. This summary is followed with a broader discussion of the model and its contemporary implications.

The BSCS 5Es Instructional Model

Engaging Learners

The goal of this phase is to capture the students’ attention and interest. Get the students focused on a situation, event, demonstration, or problem that involves the content and abilities that are the aims of instruction. From a teaching point of view, asking a question, posing a problem, or presenting a discrepant event are all examples of strategies to engage learners. If students look puzzled, expressing “How did that happen?” or “I have wondered about that,” and “I want to know more about that,” they likely are engaged in a learning situation. Students have some ideas, but the expression of concepts and use of their

1 The BSCS team included: Nancy Landes, Jim Ellis, Janet Carlson, Deborah Muscella, William Robertson, Susan Wooley, Stephen Cowdrey, and Gail Foster.
abilities may not be scientifically accurate and productive.

Over the decades, I have come to realize two things about this phase. The engagement need not be a full lesson, but usually it is because of the need to surface and assess students’ prior knowledge. It might be as brief as a question or a short demonstration. Teachers might, for example, provide a brief description of natural phenomenon and ask students how they would explain the situation. The main point is that the students are puzzled and thinking about content related to the learning outcomes of the instructional sequence. The second point about this phase is that it presents opportunities for teachers to informally determine misconceptions expressed by the students. I emphasize the informal nature of these observations. The engage phase is not a preassessment.

Exploring Phenomena

In the exploration phase, students have activities with time and opportunities to resolve the disequilibrium of the engagement experience. The exploration lesson or lessons provide concrete, hands-on experiences where students express their current conceptions and demonstrate their abilities as they try to clarify puzzling elements of the engage phase.

Exploration experiences should be designed for later introduction and description of the concepts, practices, and skills of the instructional sequence. Students should have experiences and the occasion to formulate explanations, investigate phenomena, observe patterns, and develop their cognitive and physical abilities.

The teacher’s role in the exploration phase is to initiate the activity, describe appropriate background, provide adequate materials and equipment, and to counter any misconceptions. After this, the teacher steps back and becomes a coach with the tasks of listening, observing, and guiding students as they clarify their understanding and begin reconstructing scientific concepts and developing their abilities.

Explaining Phenomena

The scientific explanation for phenomena is prominent in this phase. The concepts, practices, and abilities with which students were originally engaged and subsequently explored, now are made clear and comprehensible. The teacher directs students’ attention to key aspects of the prior phases and first asks students for their explanations.

Using students’ explanations and experiences, the teacher introduces scientific or technological concepts briefly and explicitly. Here, using an NGSS example, the disciplinary core ideas including vocabulary, science or engineering practice, and crosscutting concept are presented, clearly and simply. Prior experiences should be used as contexts of the explanation.

I would make the point that verbal explanations are common in this phase. However, use of video, the web, or software also may provide excellent explanations.

Elaborating Scientific Concepts and Abilities

The students are involved in learning experiences that extend, expand, and enrich the concepts and abilities developed in the prior phases. The intention is to facilitate the transfer of concepts and abilities to related, but new situations. A key point for this phase—use activities that are a challenge but achievable by the students.

In the elaboration phase, the teacher challenges students with a new situation and encourages interactions among students and with other sources such as written material, databases, simulations, and web-based searches.

Evaluating Learners

At some point, students should receive feedback on the adequacy of their explanations and abilities. Clearly, informal, formative evaluations will occur from the initial phase of the instructional sequence. But, as a practical matter, teachers must assess and report on educational outcomes; hence, the evaluate phase that addresses the issue of assessment.

In the evaluate phase, the teacher should involve students in experiences that are understandable and consistent with those of prior phases and congruent with the explanations. The teacher should determine the evidence for student learning and means of obtaining that evidence, as part of the evaluate phase. Figure 1 summarizes the BSCS 5Es instructional model.

Questions, Recommendations, and Implications

Across the years, I have seen and been asked many questions about the BSCS 5Es instructional model. This section addresses some of the issues raised by curriculum developers and classroom teachers applying the 5Es model to materials and instruction. The 5Es model is based on the psychology of learning (NRC 1999a) and the observation that students need time and opportunities to formulate or reconstruct concepts and abilities. These two factors justify the perspective for each phase and the sequence of 5Es.

What Is the Appropriate Use of the Instructional Model?

More specifically, should the instructional model be the basis for one lesson? A unit of study? An entire program? My experience suggests that the optimal use of the model is a unit of two to three weeks where each phase is used as
the basis for one or more lessons (with the exception of the engage phase, which should be less than a lesson). In this recommendation, I assume some cycling of lessons within a phase; for example, there might be two lessons in the explore phase and three lessons in the elaborate phase.

Using the 5Es model as the basis for a single lesson decreases the effectiveness of the individual phases due to shortening the time and opportunities for challenging and restructuring of concepts and abilities—for learning. On the other hand, using the model for an entire program so increases the time and experience of the individual phases that the perspective for the phase loses its effectiveness. For example, teachers may have too much exploration time allotted, or multiple explanations may be concentrated.

**Can a Phase Be Omitted?**
My recommendation: Do not omit a phase. Earlier research on the SCIS Learning Cycle found a decreased effectiveness when phases were omitted or their position shifted (Lawson, Abraham, and Renner 1989). From a contemporary understanding of how students learn, there is integrity to each phase and the sum of the phases, as originally designed (Taylor, Van Scotter, and Coulson 2007). This question is often based on prior ideas about teaching that would omit engage or exploration and go immediately to explain. Alternatively, some suggest omitting elaborate. Here the important point centers on the transfer of learning combined with the application of knowledge.

**Can the Sequence of Phases Be Shifted?**
My response is similar to the prior one on omitting a phase. What would be shifted? Would one have explain precede explore? The original sequence was designed to enhance students’ learning and subsequently supported by research (NRC 1999a and 1999b; Bybee et al. 2006; and Wilson et al. 2010). There also is earlier research on the learning cycle that specifically investigated the question about changing the sequence (Renner, Abraham, and Bernie 1988; Marek and Cavallo 1997). That research indicated reduced effectiveness when the sequence was changed. So, I do not recommend shifting the phases’ order.

**Can a Phase or Phases Be Added?**
My colleague, Arthur Eisenkraft, added two phases by splitting engage to elicit and engage and adding an extend after evaluate, in order to underscore the importance of knowledge transfer (Eisenkraft 2003). In principle, I do not have a problem with adding a phase (or two) if the justification is grounded in research on learning, which was the case for Eisenkraft’s modification.

Although there is no research support, I believe there is

**FIGURE 1.**
Summary of the BSCS 5Es instructional model.

**Engagement**
The teacher or a curriculum task helps students become engaged in a new concept through the use of short activities that promote curiosity and elicit prior knowledge. The activity should make connections between past and present learning experiences, expose prior conceptions, and organize students’ thinking toward the learning outcomes of current activities.

**Exploration**
Exploration experiences provide students with a common base of activities within which current concepts (i.e., misconceptions), processes, and skills are identified and conceptual change is facilitated. Learners may complete lab activities that help them use prior knowledge to generate new ideas, explore questions, and design and conduct an investigation.

**Explanation**
The explanation phase focuses students’ attention on a particular aspect of their engagement and exploration experiences and provides opportunities to demonstrate their conceptual understanding, process skills, or behaviors. In this phase teachers directly introduce a concept, process, or skill. An explanation from the teacher or other resources may guide learners toward a deeper understanding, which is a critical part of this phase.

**Elaboration**
Teachers challenge and extend students’ conceptual understanding and skills. Through new experiences, the students develop deeper and broader understanding, more information, and adequate skills. Students apply their understanding of the concept and abilities by conducting additional activities.

**Evaluation**
The evaluation phase encourages students to assess their understanding and abilities and allows teachers to evaluate student progress toward achieving the learning outcomes.
the practical issue of recalling titles, establishing criteria, and differentiating strategies for more phases. I have found three to five to be the optimum number of total phases.

Can Phases BeRepeated?
Yes, it is sometimes necessary to repeat a phase. This change should be based on the curriculum developer or teachers’ judgement relative to students’ need for time and experiences to learn a concept or develop an ability. To be clear, an example of repeating a phase would be engage, explore, explore … not necessarily placing an explore before the evaluate.

Shouldn’t Evaluation Be Continuous?
Effective teachers continuously evaluate their students’ understanding. In the instructional model, the evaluate phase is intended as a summative assessment conducted at the end of a unit. Certainly, some evaluation ought to be informal and continuous. But, there also is need for an evaluation at the end of the unit.

What If I Need to Explain an Idea Before (or After) the Explanation Phase?
This may be necessary as some ideas are prerequisites to students understanding. In the instructional model, the evaluate phase is intended as a summative assessment conducted at the end of a unit. Certainly, some evaluation ought to be informal and continuous. But, there also is need for an evaluation at the end of the unit.

Can the 5Es Be Used for NGSS and the Integration of Multidimensions?
Yes. I have actually found the 5Es to help solve the challenge of incorporating the multidimensions of NGSS in the classroom. The phases of instruction certainly can include activities that afford opportunities for students to experience the science and engineering practices, disciplinary core ideas, and crosscutting concepts. In Translating the NGSS for Classroom Instruction (Bybee 2013), I used the 5Es for examples of the integration of multidimensions of NGSS.

Conclusion
My early association with the BSCS 5Es instructional model was to design an instructional sequence that would help teachers approach instruction in a meaningful way, one that enhanced student learning. I still hold this goal. At the time of its origin, I had no idea of the potential wide use. Many within the science education community have recognized the model’s practical value and incorporated it into school programs, state frameworks, and national guidelines. There is something to the model that has held the community’s interest during the decades, and this has touched me deeply.

To conclude, I encourage the continued use of the model with the full recognition that classroom teachers will bring appropriate adaptations based on the unique circumstances of their students.

Rodger W. Bybee (rodgerwbybee@gmail.com) was executive director of the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS). He is retired and lives in Golden, Colorado.
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Criteria for Evaluating Useful Phenomena and Problems

**Phenomena**

Scientific phenomena are occurrences in the natural and human-made world that can be observed and cause one to wonder, ask questions, and seek explanations.

**Problems**

Problems are anything in the natural and human-made world that can be defined and cause one to wonder, ask questions, and seek solutions.

Phenomena- or problem-based instruction is a primary feature of the NGSS classroom. A three-dimensional learning approach requires students to use the Science and Engineering Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Disciplinary Core Ideas in concert to explore, investigate, and explain how and why phenomena occur or define problems, solve problems, and evaluate solutions. The complexity of a student explanation or solution should be appropriate to the learning progression at the grade span. Frequently, problems are grounded in one or more phenomena.

Phenomena and problems do not have to be phenomenal. Often simple events, when looking at them through a scientific eye, can elicit curiosity and questions in students and adults. Such wonderment is the beginning of engagement in which answers to questions and solutions to problems are sought.

When evaluating a phenomenon or problem for its usefulness in instructional materials, the scale or size of phenomena or problem is important. Determining the grain size of a phenomenon involves considering the length of instructional time required to teach it, the depth of student explanation possible, and the complexity of the phenomenon itself. In the same way a jigsaw puzzle can be broken down into individual pieces, larger phenomena can be broken down into smaller phenomena. By having students observe and explain smaller related phenomena first, they can then be challenged to explain the larger and more complicated phenomenon.

We call the larger phenomena **anchor phenomena or problems** and the smaller phenomena **investigative phenomena** which are defined below. Problems are not generally described by their grain-size, but one could consider grain-size when evaluating problems for their usefulness in driving student learning.

**Anchor Phenomena**

Anchor phenomena are the focus of an instructional unit and connect student learning across multiple weeks of instruction. They often require significant or in depth understanding of several science ideas as well as multiple lines of evidence and reasoning to adequately explain. Because of their size or scale, students may only be able to explain particular aspects of an anchor phenomena.

**Investigative Phenomena**

Investigative phenomena are used in instructional sequences (across more than one lesson) to provide students personal experience with observable events where an evidence-based explanation can be constructed. They often require understanding or use of a fewer number of connected science ideas to explain. By explaining investigative phenomena, students begin to explain aspects of an anchoring phenomena.

Use the following guiding questions and criteria to help determine if a phenomenon or problem under consideration is useful or not:

- Can students **observe** and/or **investigate** the phenomenon either through firsthand experiences (e.g., directly in a classroom, lab, or outdoor environment) or through someone
else’s experiences (e.g., through video presentations, demonstrations, or analyzing patterns in data)?

- Can students define or test solutions to the problem either through firsthand experiences (e.g., directly in a classroom, lab, or outdoor environment) or through someone else’s experiences (e.g., through video presentations, demonstrations, or analyzing patterns in data)?

- Do students have to understand and use Core Ideas, Science and Engineering Practices, and Crosscutting Concepts to explain how and why the phenomenon occurs or to define the problem and test or evaluate solutions?

- By making sense of the phenomenon or problem, are students building understanding toward grade-level performance expectations?

- Would student explanations of the phenomenon or solutions to the problem be grade-level appropriate?

- Is the phenomenon or problem relevant to real-world issues or the student’s local environment?

- Will students find making sense of the phenomenon or problem interesting and important?

- Does the potential student learning related to the phenomenon or problem justify the financial costs and classroom time that will be used?

This tool is an adaptation of the following resources:

- Qualities of a Good Anchor Phenomenon for a Coherent Sequence of Science Lessons from William R. Penuel and Philip Bell, Research + Practice Collaboratory

- Three-dimensional instruction: Using a new type of teaching in the science classroom from Joe Krajcik, NSTA Science Teacher

- Criteria for Evaluating Phenomena from Ted Willard, NSTA

- Using Phenomena in NGSS-Designed Lessons and Units from Achieve

Adapted from CA NGSS Collaborative. Contributing authors: Kirk Brown, Teryl Burditt, Karen Cerwin, Jim Clark, Chelsea Cochrane, Kathy DiRanna, Nikki DiRanna, Michael Goodbody, Jill Grace, Wendy Hagan, Crystal Howe, Jennifer McCluan, Dawn O’Connor, Cheryl Peach, Christie Pearce, Maria C. Simani, John Spiegel, Jo Topps
### Unit: Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy and Dynamics

#### Instructional Sequence 1: Wolves in Yellowstone

**Guiding Question for Sequence 1:** What happens when a predator comes back into an environment?

**Big Idea of Sequence 1:** Humans can affect the relationships among organisms in an environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5Es</th>
<th>Storyline Using Anchor Phenomena</th>
<th>Conceptual Flow Using DCI and CCC</th>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engage</strong></td>
<td>Anchor Phenomenon: The reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone impacted the ecosystem in expected and unexpected ways.</td>
<td>Animals and plants live in variety of environments; humans are part of and can affect that environment.</td>
<td>Constructing Explanations</td>
<td>National Geographic Video – wolves, bison and ranchers in Yellowstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Guiding Question:</strong> How do living things, including humans, interact with each other and with non-living things in an environment?</td>
<td>Animals need air, water and food - they eat plants and other animals. Plants also need food which they make from air, water and sunlight.</td>
<td>Engaging in Argument from Evidence</td>
<td>Interactive Map: Where Yellowstone Wolves Roam (website from PBS Nature).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students explore the living and non-living things of their local environment near school, and compare it to other areas. Then students learn about the re-introduction of wolves in Yellowstone in 1995.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explore</strong></td>
<td>Anchor Phenomenon: The reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone impacted the ecosystem in expected and unexpected ways.</td>
<td>Food webs can represent patterns of feeding relationships among organisms in an environment.</td>
<td>Developing and Using Models</td>
<td>Yellowstone food web cards and data sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Guiding Question:</strong> What impact can an organism have on the interactions between other organisms in a food web?</td>
<td>Cause and effect relationships represented in a food web may be used to predict phenomena.</td>
<td>Constructing Explanations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students develop the Yellowstone food web and explore how organisms interact with each other. They explore how humans and the reintroduction of the wolf affect the food web. Students revisit the local environment and construct a food web of the organisms there.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Tool 3 Template Example – 5E Storyline and Conceptual Flow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5Es</th>
<th>Storyline Using Anchor Phenomena</th>
<th>Conceptual Flow Using DCI and CCC</th>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explain</strong></td>
<td><strong>Anchor Phenomenon:</strong> The reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone impacted the ecosystem in expected and unexpected ways. <strong>Guiding Question:</strong> What types of interactions occur between organisms? Students learn about organism relationships like predator-prey (e.g. wolves), competition (e.g. wolves and bears) and symbiosis (e.g. clown fish and anemones). They revisit the Yellowstone food web and identify different types of interactions that include how humans interact in the food web.</td>
<td>While the individual organisms in different environments may vary, the patterns of interactions (relationships) between organisms are consistent across different environments. These relationships between organisms, including humans, can be predatory, competitive or mutually beneficial.</td>
<td><strong>Constructing Explanations</strong>  - Construct an explanation that includes qualitative relationships between variables that predict and describe phenomena</td>
<td><strong>Videos:</strong> 1) National Geographic (predator prey) 2) PBS (competition) 3) Untamed Science (symbiosis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Explore</strong></td>
<td><strong>Anchor Phenomenon:</strong> The reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone impacted the ecosystem in expected and unexpected ways. <strong>Guiding Question:</strong> How do living and non-living factors affect populations? Students analyze Wolf and Elk data in Yellowstone to look at the pattern of interaction in a predator-prey relationship. Students analyze snow accumulation and Elk population data in Yellowstone to look at the impact of a non-living factor on a population.</td>
<td>Patterns consistent with predator-prey relationships can be observed in population data. Non-living factors can also affect populations.</td>
<td><strong>Analyzing and Interpreting Data</strong>  - Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for phenomena</td>
<td><strong>National Park Service. (2015). Winter Count of Northern Yellowstone Elk.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5Es</td>
<td>Storyline Using Anchor Phenomena</td>
<td>Conceptual Flow Using DCI and CCC</td>
<td>SEP</td>
<td>Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guiding Question:</strong> Does reducing a predator population have a positive or negative impact on an ecosystem?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students are introduced to the terms <em>ecosystem</em>, <em>biotic</em> and <em>abiotic</em>. Students will look at the data on the distribution of wolf packs, cattle ranchers and human populations in the greater Yellowstone ecosystem, number of wolf deaths caused by humans, and the number of livestock and pets killed by wolves. Students engage in an argument – Have wolf deaths caused by humans (ranchers, hunters and park rangers) had a positive or negative impact on the greater Yellowstone ecosystem?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elaborate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Anchor Phenomenon:</strong> The reintroduction of wolves in Adirondacks impacted the ecosystem including the deer and human populations.</td>
<td>By examining both the natural and human-caused patterns of interactions between populations in an ecosystem, predications can be made about the effect of reintroducing a predator in an ecosystem.</td>
<td><strong>Constructing Explanations</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Construct an explanation that includes qualitative or quantitative relationships between variables that predict and describe phenomena</td>
<td>Explanation Tool (C-E-R scaffold) U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Program 2014 Interagency Annual Report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Tool 3 Template Example – 5E Storyline and Conceptual Flow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>5Es</strong></th>
<th><strong>Storyline Using Anchor Phenomena</strong></th>
<th><strong>Conceptual Flow Using DCI and CCC</strong></th>
<th><strong>SEP</strong></th>
<th><strong>Resources</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Anchor Phenomenon:</strong> Humans also impact the ecosystems in which they live in expected and unexpected ways. <strong>Guiding Question:</strong> What are the patterns of interactions between biotic and abiotic factors that affect ecosystems? Students identify the patterns of interactions in a variety of scenarios to explain the impact of one population on another (including predator-prey, competition and symbiosis), and the impact of abiotic factors on a population. They develop an argument about whether humans do (or do not) impact ecosystems.</td>
<td>Consistent patterns of interactions show relationships among organisms (competition, predation, and mutualism) and between organisms and abiotic components. These patterns of interaction predict similar phenomena across multiple ecosystems. Increases in human populations impact ecosystems.</td>
<td><strong>Constructing Explanations</strong> - Construct an explanation that includes qualitative or quantitative relationships between variables that predict and describe phenomena. <strong>Engaging in Argument from Evidence</strong> - Construct an oral and written argument supported by empirical evidence and scientific reasoning to support or refute an explanation for phenomena.</td>
<td>Cornell University College of Agriculture and Life Sciences’ Biological Control: Beneficial Insects Introduction Research (website) Duke University’s Dept. of Math: Predator-Prey Models (website) University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Center for Limnology – Crystal Lake Mixing Project: Smelt (website)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Guide to Developing a Conceptual Flow and Phenomena-based Storyline for an Instructional Sequence

The result of this process is a completed Tool 3 to include a sequence of concepts, anchor phenomena, and guiding questions. This sequence represents a phenomena-based storyline. You'll use the information in Tool 1 for the selected instructional sequence in an iterative process to:

- Determine the big idea and guiding question linked to the big idea.
- Identify concepts that will help students build their understanding of the big idea.
- Link individual or small groups of concepts to an anchor phenomenon and guiding question.
- Sequence the concepts, anchor phenomena, and guiding questions so that students can make sense of the storyline.

Eventually, you will organize your sequence into lessons of anywhere from less than 1 day to two or more days using the BSCS 5E Instructional Model and begin thinking about activities. The final 5E sequence of lessons should encompass approximately one to two weeks of instruction. This is an iterative process and you will likely make changes to Tool 3 based on your Tool 4 work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1: Big Idea and Guiding Question for the Instructional Sequence</th>
<th>Step 2: Anchor Phenomena, Guiding Question, and Concept(s) to Guide Lesson Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Big Idea:</strong> Guiding Question:</td>
<td>Anchor Phenomena: Guiding Question: Concept(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anchor Phenomena:</strong> Guiding Question: Concept(s):</td>
<td>Anchor Phenomena: Guiding Question: Concept(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anchor Phenomena:</strong> Guiding Question: Concept(s):</td>
<td>Anchor Phenomena: Guiding Question: Concept(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anchor Phenomena:</strong> Guiding Question: Concept(s):</td>
<td>Anchor Phenomena: Guiding Question: Concept(s):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process with Steps and Helpful Hints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Helpful Hints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Begin with the big idea and guiding question for your selected instructional sequence.</td>
<td>The big idea you included at the bottom of the instructional sequence in Tool 1 should be a complete sentence that communicates a relationship among ideas in your selected instructional sequence. The guiding question is intended to help engage...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Revisit the big idea you included at the bottom of your selected instructional sequence in Tool 1. With the big idea in mind, review the DCIs, the PE(s), and your Evidence of Learning Specifications for your selected instructional sequence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Tool 3: Rewrite the big idea as needed and record at the top of Tool 3.

- **b)** Rewrite the big idea as needed and record at the top of Tool 3.
- **c)** Determine a guiding question for the instructional sequence that is answered by understanding the big idea. Record at the top of Tool 3.

### 2) Brainstorm anchor phenomena and identify concepts that would help students explain the phenomena.

- **a)** Brainstorm approximately 2-4 ideas that could be anchor phenomena that would help students understand the big idea. Record ideas on sticky notes.
- **b)** As you go through the rest of step 2, eliminate phenomena that you don’t think will be helpful. Plan to end with 1-3 anchor phenomena.
- **c)** Identify concepts that would help students explain each of the phenomena. Record ideas on sticky notes. Continue to refine your phenomena and concepts. Eliminate phenomena that include distracting ideas. These are ideas that are not included in your Tool 1 information.
- **d)** Identify a guiding question for each remaining phenomena.

Anchor phenomena serve as the focus of an individual lesson or short sequence of lessons. An anchor phenomenon is observable by the senses or detectable by instruments. Anchor phenomena are situated in a context that requires students to pull together a number of science ideas in order to study and eventually explain what is happening. This focus on anchor phenomena drives student engagement in and motivation for learning.

Language for the concepts should come from the information in Tool 1 for your selected instructional sequence.

The guiding question is intended to help engage and motivate students to investigate or study the phenomenon and eventually explain it using the identified concepts.

### 3) Organize your anchor phenomena, guiding questions, and concepts in a sequence that will make sense to students.

- **a)** Think through possible sequences of phenomena, guiding questions, and concepts and determine the sequence that would make the most sense to students.
- **b)** Using sticky notes, sequence anchor phenomena, guiding questions, and concepts in the appropriate columns.
- **c)** The last concept should be the big idea for your sequence.

A sequence that makes sense to students may not be the same sequence that makes sense to you. Think about what students are likely to already know (or not) and the experiences they bring to the classroom (or not).

The sequence will generally build from concrete to abstract science ideas.

After you’ve sequenced the components of your storyline, try telling the story of the sequence to see if it makes sense. Review your sequence to make sure all the concepts needed to explain the phenomena are identified.

### 4) Use the BSCS 5E instructional model to outline lessons

- **a)** Begin by planning for the Explore, Explain, and elaborate lessons based on the

Consider your phenomena. Typical patterns in a 5E lesson sequence would include:
phenomena you generated. Label the second row of Tool 3 the Explore lesson and each subsequent row the appropriate “E lesson” based on the number of Explore-Explain combinations in your 5E sequence.

b) Add anchor phenomena, concepts, and guiding questions to the appropriate columns from your sequence of sticky notes to Tool 3 based on your 5E lesson sequence.

c) You planned for the Evaluate phase of the 5E sequence in Tool 2. Keep in mind that the specifications represent evidence of learning for the instructional sequence. This information will go in the last row, the Evaluate Lesson, of Tool 3.

d) Record the any information that seems appropriate for the Engage lesson. This may include anchor phenomena along with a guiding question and concepts related to students’ prior knowledge or experiences.

| 1) | One phenomenon for the Explore-Explain lessons and a second related phenomenon for the Elaborate lesson. This second phenomenon might represent an application of the same ideas developed in through the Explore-Explain lessons, but in a different context.
2) | One phenomenon for the first set of Explore-Explain lessons and a second closely related phenomenon for the second set of Explore-Explain lessons. The Elaborate lesson will pull together ideas across both sets of Explore-Explain experiences.

Generally, the maximum number of Explore-Explain combinations in a single 5E sequence is two. If you need three combinations, seriously consider developing two 5E sequences.

The Engage lesson is planned based on students’ prior knowledge and experiences with respect to the overall big idea and phenomena to be explored and explained. The engage may be identifying the phenomenon (pattern or relationship) to be explained.

The Evaluate lesson will focus on the big idea for the instructional sequence and should introduce no new ideas. Keep in mind that the big idea and the Evidence of Learning Specifications developed in Tools 2 represent what students will have learned through the sequence and the learning demonstrated in the Evaluate Phase.

The concept(s) in the Engage phase should be based on students’ prior knowledge about the conceptual focus of the sequence and be linked to the natural phenomena to be investigated.

5) Identify possible resources to teach each lesson in your instructional sequence

| a) | Identify potential resources you might use to plan activities for the instructional sequence.

b) | Record these resources in the final column of Tool 3.

These potential resources will be analyzed during the Tool 4 process.